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The study of heavy-ion acceleration by magnetosonic shock waves in multi-ion-species plasmas
�M. Toida and Y. Ohsawa, Solar Physics 171, 161 �1997�� is extended to the case in which the ion
masses are of the same order of magnitude; specifically, the effect of mass and density ratios is
examined for H-T and D-T plasmas with three-dimensional, electromagnetic, particle simulations.
The frequency difference ��, where ��= ��+0−�−r� /�+0 with �+0 the cut-off frequency of the
high-frequency magnetosonic mode and �−r the resonance frequency of the low-frequency mode, is
a key parameter in the generation of shock waves from a disturbance. In H-T plasmas with
nH�nT and with nH�nT and in D-T plasmas with any density ratio, �� is small, and the
high-frequency-mode shock wave is mainly generated and plays a central role in ion energization
processes. In H-T plasmas with nH=nT, for which �� is much greater, both the high- and
low-frequency-mode shock waves are generated and contribute to the acceleration.
© 2008 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2977481�

I. INTRODUCTION

Particle simulations show that in a multi-ion-species
plasma �MISP� in which the hydrogen �H� ions are the major
component and the heavy ions such as He, C, and Fe are the
minor components, magnetosonic shock waves can acceler-
ate the H and heavy ions with two different mechanisms.1

Some of the H ions are accelerated by the longitudinal elec-
tric field via reflection, the mechanism of which is essentially
the same as the one in a single-ion-species plasma �SISP�
studied by many authors.2–7 The heavy ions gain energy from
the transverse electric field when they pass through the shock
transition region; in this process, all the heavy ions suffer
acceleration and reach nearly the same speed. These simula-
tion results suggest that if large-amplitude magnetosonic
waves in a solar flare energize heavy ions with this mecha-
nism, these high-energy heavy ions would have the elemen-
tal composition similar to that in the solar corona. Moreover,
their kinetic energies per nucleon should be nearly the same;
their speeds are independent of particle species.1 These fea-
tures are consistent with the observations of high-energy
heavy ions.8 �The galactic cosmic rays also have elemental
compositions similar to that of the universe.8 This fact places
a stringent constraint on the theory of cosmic ray accelera-
tion.� Another important feature of this process is that the
heavy-ion acceleration is mainly in the direction perpendicu-
lar to the external magnetic field; therefore, if magnetosonic
pulses are excited in the solar corona, they would raise per-
pendicular ion temperatures. This feature is consistent with
observations that the perpendicular ion temperatures are
higher than the parallel ones in the solar corona.9,10

In laboratory experiments, shock waves also play a cru-
cial role in, for instance, inertial fusion11,12 and Z pinches.13

In fusion plasmas, which also contain multiple ion species,

such as deuterium �D� and tritium �T�, however, the densities
of D and T are the same order, which differs from the case of
space plasmas. It is thus practically important to study propa-
gation of nonlinear magnetosonic waves and associated par-
ticle acceleration in MISPs for various ion density ratios and
gyrofrequency ratios.

The presence of multiple ions species has significant ef-
fects on wave propagation14–24 as well as particle accelera-
tion. In a two-ion-species plasma �TISP�, there exist two
types of magnetosonic waves, i.e., low- and high-frequency
modes.15 In Ref. 24, they studied the effect of ion composi-
tion on the propagation of these modes and pointed out
the importance of the normalized frequency difference
��= ��+0−�−r� /�+0 in the nonlinear development of these
modes, where �−r is the resonance frequency of the low-
frequency mode,14 and �+0 is the cut-off frequency of the
high-frequency mode.15 The quantity �� is a function of the
ratios nbqb / �naqa� and �a /�b, where the subscripts a and b
refer to ion species �we assume that �a��b�, with
��� /���a /�b��0. For a fixed �a /�b, �� takes its maxi-
mum value when nbqb / �naqa�=1. The perturbation scheme
for the derivation of the Korteweg–de Vries �KdV� equation
for the low-frequency mode15 is valid for amplitudes
��2��; � is the normalized wave amplitude, �BM −B0� /B0,
where BM is the maximum value of the magnetic field and B0

is the strength of the external magnetic field. Indeed, numeri-
cal simulations have demonstrated that high-frequency-mode
pulses are generated from low-frequency-mode pulses if
��2��.

That work was on small-amplitude ���2��� solitary
pulses. In this paper, we consider large-amplitude ������
shock waves and study the effect of ion composition on ion
acceleration and plasma heating by these waves. It is found
that when �� is great, both the high- and low-frequency-
mode shock waves can propagate, which causes heavy iona�Electronic mail: toida@cc.nagoya-u.ac.jp.
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acceleration by both the longitudinal and transverse electric
fields.

In Sec. II, we outline the theory for linear and nonlinear
perpendicular magnetosonic waves in TISPs. Physical pic-
tures for the ion acceleration due to large-amplitude shock
waves are given in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, by means of a three-
dimensional, relativistic, electromagnetic particle code with
full ion and electron dynamics, we study the ion acceleration
and plasma heating caused by shock waves, and present the
results of four different simulation runs.

The first three runs are for H-T plasmas with the density
rations nH /nT=0.1, 10, and 1. For the cases of nH /nT=0.1
and 10, the values of �� are both 0.04, and the high-
frequency-mode shock wave is created from a strong distur-
bance. In the T dominant plasma, i.e., nH /nT=0.1, almost all
the H ions are accelerated via the reflection by the longitu-
dinal electric field. In addition, some of the T ions are re-
flected. In the H dominant plasma with, nH /nT=10, some of
the H ions are reflected. Although the T ions are not re-
flected, all of them gain energies from the transverse electric
field. For nH=nT, �� is 0.14, and the low- and high-
frequency-mode shock waves coexist. Some of the H ions
are reflected at the shock front of the high-frequency mode,
while virtually all the T ions gain energies from the trans-
verse electric fields of the two modes; some of them further
absorb energy from the longitudinal electric field of the low-
frequency mode. The fourth run is for a D-T plasma with
nD=nT. The value of �� for this case is 0.02, which is
smaller than those for the H-T cases because the D-to-T gy-
rofrequency ratio, �D /�T=1.5, is half of �H /�T. The high-
frequency-mode shock wave propagates, and some of the D
ions are reflected from the shock front. Even though �D /�T

is rather close to unity, all the T ions are accelerated by the
transverse electric field. Because of these energization pro-
cesses, the ion velocity distribution functions are far from
Maxwellians, having many high-energy particles.

II. MAGNETOSONIC WAVES IN TISPS

A. Linear dispersion relations

Figure 1 shows the dispersion curves of the low- and
high-frequency modes in H-T plasmas for cases with the
density ratio nH /nT=10 and with nH /nT=1. The two curves
for the low- and high-frequency modes are close near the
wave number kc. Here, kc is defined by

kc = �−r/vA, �1�

where vA is the Alfvén speed, vA=B0 / �4	
0�1/2, with B0 is
the strength of the external magnetic field and 
0 is the equi-
librium mass density, 
0=na0ma+nb0mb. The distance be-
tween the two curves near kc is greater when nH /nT=1 than
when nH /nT=10. This occurs because the frequency differ-
ence ��+0−�−r� is greater in the former case than in the
latter, where the cutoff frequency �+0 of the high-frequency
mode and the resonance frequency �−r of the low-frequency
mode are given as

�+0 = ��pa
2

�a
2 +

�pb
2

�b
2 ��a�b��e�

�pe
2 , �2�

and

�−r = ��pa
2 �b

2 + �pb
2 �a

2

�pa
2 + �pb

2 �1/2

. �3�

The frequency difference normalized to �+0 can be ex-
pressed as a function of the ratios nbqb / �naqa� and �a /�b as

�� 	
�+0 − �−r

�+0

= 1 −
�1 + nbqb/�naqa��

��b/�a + nbqb/�naqa��1/2��a/�b + nbqb/�naqa��1/2 .

�4�

If nbqb / �naqa� is fixed, �� increases with increasing �a /�b.
If �a /�b is fixed, �� takes its maximum value

�� =
�
�a/�b − 1�2

�a/�b + 1
, �5�

at nbqb / �naqa�=1. For H-T plasmas, in which qT=qH= �qe�,
�� takes its maximum value, 0.14, when nH=nT=0.5ne.

In the long-wavelength region such that k�kc, the dis-
persion relation of the low-frequency mode is approximated
by

� = vAk�1 − dl
2k2/2� , �6�

where dl is defined as

dl
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6
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1
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�2� . �7�

If na�nb, the length dl is of the order of c / ��pa�pb�1/2. In a
SISP, dl reduces to c /�pe.

In the range of wave numbers �me /ma�1/2�c2k2 /�pe
2

�1, the dispersion relation of the high-frequency mode is
approximated by15

� = vhk�1 − c2k2/�2�pe
2 �� , �8�

where vh is defined as

FIG. 1. Dispersion curves for low- and high-frequency modes in H-T plas-
mas with nH /nT=10 and nH=nT. The high- and low-frequency modes are
denoted by �+ and �−, respectively.
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vh = vA�1 +
�pa

2 �pb
2

�pe
4 �e

2� 1

�a
−

1

�b
�2�1/2

. �9�

The dispersion relation �8� is quite similar to that for the
long-wavelength magnetosonic waves in a SISP, in which vA

is used instead of vh.

B. Nonlinear waves

As expected from Eq. �8�, nonlinear evolution of the
high-frequency mode is governed by the KdV equation if the
wave amplitude is in the range

�me/mi�1/2 � � � 1. �10�

The characteristic width of the solitary pulses of the high-
frequency mode is of the order of c /�pe. Also, Eq. �6� sug-
gests that the nonlinear behavior of the low-frequency mode
is described by the KdV equation. The characteristic width of
the solitary pulses of the low-frequency mode is of the order
of dl, which is much longer than that of the high-frequency
mode.

From the fact that Eq. �6� is obtained under the assump-
tion that k�kc, one finds that the KdV equation for the low-
frequency mode is valid for the amplitudes ��2�� and the
low-frequency-mode pulses with these amplitudes propagate
steadily.17,24 If

� � 2��, �11�

however, nonlinear coupling between the low- and high-
frequency modes can occur.24 Numerical simulations have
shown that low-frequency-mode pulses with ��2�� emit
short-wavelength, high-frequency-mode pulses and are
gradually damped. Furthermore, with simulations with dif-
ferent values of ��, it has been confirmed that the high-
frequency-mode pulses grow faster when �� is smaller.24

This indicates that in the case of an H-dominant plasma,
where �� is quite small, high-frequency-mode pulses will be
created from a strong disturbance and will eventually be-
come dominant. In the case of na�nb, �� is much greater. If

2�� � �me/mi�1/2, �12�

the high- and low-frequency mode shock waves would coex-
ist. This is because, as shown by Eqs. �10� and �11�, the
minimum amplitude for the high-frequency KdV equation
is smaller than the maximum amplitude for the low-
frequency one when Eq. �12� is satisfied. It indicates that if
2��� �me /mi�1/2, the amplitudes of the nonlinear high- and
low-frequency-mode waves can be the same order of magni-
tude and both waves can propagate with nearly the same
speed.

III. PHYSICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR ION
ACCELERATION

In this subsection, we firstly present a theory for the ion
acceleration due to a large-amplitude shock wave in an
H-dominant plasma. We then discuss the cases of nanb.

We assume that a large-amplitude shock wave propa-
gates in the x direction in a magnetic field that points in the
z direction. Figure 2 shows schematic field profiles for such a

wave. The magnetic field Bz, electric potential �, and trans-
verse electric field Ey have similar profiles, and they all rise
sharply in the shock transition region. The longitudinal elec-
tric field Ex �=−�� /�x� has positive values in the transition
region.

A. Ion acceleration in H-dominant plasma

The magnitude of the potential � formed in a high-
frequency-mode shock wave in an H-dominant plasma1 is
given as

e� 
2me

�2
vh

2�M − 1� =
2
0

ne
vA

2�M − 1� , �13�

where M is the Mach number �the shock speed is given by
vsh=Mvh�, � is the quantity of order �me /mi�1/2,

� = ��pa
2 + �pb

2 �1/2/�pe, �14�

and  is defined as

 = 1 +
�pa

2 �pb
2 ��a − �b�2

��pa
2 + �pb

2 �2�a�b

. �15�

The potential � can reflect some ions �the sharp rise of the
magnetic field can also act to reflect ions25,26� and thus pro-
duces high-energy ions with v�2Mvh. Suppose that the
plasma contains multiple ion species, then the fraction of
particles reflected by � is estimated as

FIG. 2. Schematic field profiles in a shock wave. Here, w is the width of the
shock transition region.
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nj0
�
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2	vTj

�
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�

dv exp�−
v2

2vTj
2 �

�

2vTj


	v jref

exp�−
v jref

2

2vTj
2 � , �16�

for ion species j, where nj0 is the background density, vTj is
the thermal velocity �Tj /mj�1/2, and v jref is the minimum ve-
locity for the reflection,

v jref = Mvh − � 4me

mH�2
vh

2�M − 1�
Z

j
*

Aj
�1/2

. �17�

Here, Zj
� and Aj are the ion charge and mass number, respec-

tively. Because vTj
2 is inversely proportional to mj, the frac-

tion njref /nj0 exponentially decreases with increasing mass
mj. Thus, the shock wave can reflect few heavy ions.

The shock wave can energize heavy ions, however, with
the transverse electric field Ey.

1 All the heavy ions are accel-
erated in the y direction when they pass through the shock
transition region, and they reach nearly the same speed

vmax � �Bm − B0

Bm + B0
�Mvh, �18�

where Bm is the peak value of the magnetic field in the shock
wave. �We derive Eq. �18� in Appendix A.� In the wave
frame, this mechanism can be seen as the rapid change of the
direction of particle velocity caused by the sharp rise of Bz.
In the upstream region, the heavy ions move in the negative
x direction with vx−Mvh. When they penetrate the shock
wave, their velocity vx is converted to vy by the v�B force.
The length required for the conversion can be given by the
gyroradius,

�x � Mvh/�� j� , �19�

where �� j� is the gyrofrequency averaged over the shock
region and may be estimated as

�� j� �
qj

mjc

�Bm + B0�
2

. �20�

One-dimensional simulations of heavy-ion acceleration
have been reported in a journal for solar physics in 1997.1

We show in Fig. 3 a result of two-dimensional simulation,
demonstrating the acceleration of H, helium �He�, oxygen
�O�, and iron �Fe� ions. Here, the system size is Lx�Ly

=4096�g�8�g, where �g is the grid spacing, with the total
number of electrons Ne2.1�106. Although the simulation
is two-dimensional, the shock wave is almost one-
dimensional because Ly is small; instabilities due to cross-
field current at the shock front is suppressed. We present this
figure for the comparison with the simulation results of H-T
and D-T plasmas, which will be presented in the next sec-
tion.

We take the hydrogen-to-electron mass ratio to be rather
small mH /me=50, because we have the heavy ions such
that mFe=56mHe=2800me. The ratios of the gyrofrequencies
of these ions are �He /�H=1 /2, �O /�H=7 /16, and
�Fe /�H=1 /4; these values have been calculated from the
average ionic charges in the solar corona. The mass densities

of the heavy ions are low; nHemHe / �nHmH�=4�10−1,
nOmO / �nHmH�=4�10−3, and nFemFe / �nHmH�=2�10−3.

The external magnetic field strength is ��e� /�pe=1.5;
hence, vh / ��pe�g�=0.80. The speed of this shock wave is
vsh2.5vh. Figure 3 shows that some of the H ions gain
energies through the reflection from the wave front, while all
the heavy ions �He, O, and Fe� are accelerated in the shock
wave by the transverse electric field Ey. The maximum
speeds of the heavy ions are approximately the same,
vmax=1.5vh, which is close to the theoretical value
vmax=1.4vh estimated from Eq. �18�, in which we have sub-
stituted the simulation values for BM, B0, and Mvh.

B. Effect of ion composition on ion acceleration

When the heavier ions �b� are dominant, most of the
lighter ions �a� would be reflected at the shock front. It is
because the Alfvén speed decreases as nb increases; in the
wave frame, thus, the ratio of the kinetic energy of incoming
a ions to the potential energy, Eq. �13�, becomes small. The
light a ions will therefore gain a great amount of energy from
the shock wave. Furthermore, since this plasma is close to a
SISP �consisting of b ions and electrons�, some �heavy� b
ions would be reflected.

FIG. 3. Ion acceleration by a magnetosonic shock wave in a MISP. Profile
of the magnetic field Bz and phase spaces �x ,vy� of H, He, O, and Fe ions are
plotted.
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When nbna, which occurs in D-T fusion and is thus
practically important, the reflection of the lighter ions would
be enhanced compared with the case of na�nb. The heavier
ions would be accelerated by Ey as in the case of na�nb.
Furthermore, the effect of the low-frequency mode may be
significant in the case of nanb. If the shock wave is formed
by the low-frequency mode, its transition region, in which Ex

is positive, will have the width of the order of c /�pi, which is
of the same order of magnitude as �x given by Eq. �19�. This
Ex could therefore reflect the heavy ions that have been ac-
celerated by Ey. The heavy ions can thus gain energies from
both Ey and Ex.

IV. SIMULATIONS OF ION ACCELERATION

A. Model and parameters

By means of a three-dimensional, relativistic, electro-
magnetic particle code with full ion and electron dynamics,
we study the effect of ion composition on the ion accelera-
tion by shock waves; the method of shock simulations is
described in detail in Refs. 1 and 5. The total grid size is
Lx�Ly �Lz=2048�g�64�g�128�g. The system is peri-
odic in the y and z directions and is bounded in the x direc-
tion. The simulation particles are confined in the region
100�g�x�1948�g, being specularly reflected at x=100�g

and at x=1948�g. We will observe shock waves with their
fronts at x1600�g, on which boundary effects are negli-
gible because they are sufficiently away from the boundaries
and the accelerated ions do not reach the boundaries.

We consider H-T and D-T plasmas. The hydrogen-to-
electron mass ratio is taken to be mH /me=50. The total num-
ber of simulation electrons is Ne1.1�109. The speed of
light is c / ��pe�g�=4, where �pe is the electron plasma fre-
quency calculated with use of the electron density averaged
over the entire plasma region. The electron thermal velocity
is �Te /me�1/2 / ��pe�g�=0.5. These values indicate that
�g=0.25c /�pe=2vTe /�pe. The thermal velocities of H, D,
and T normalized to �pe�g are 0.071, 0.050, and 0.041, re-
spectively. The external magnetic field is in the z direction
with its strength being ��e� /�pe=1.5.

Even though the ratio of the electron thermal speed to
the light speed, vTe /c=0.125, is much smaller than unity, the
electron motion can be relativistic in the high-frequency-
mode shock wave, in which the steep gradient in the mag-
netic field is produced by the strong electron current in the y
direction at the shock front.15 The magnitude of the electron
velocity can be estimated as vey /c��c / ��pew����e� /�pe,
where w is the characteristic width of the shock wave. Be-
cause, for the high-frequency-mode shock wave, w�c /�pe,
vey /c can be of order of unity in the strong magnetic field
such that ��e� /�pe�1. We therefore use the relativistic code.

We present the results of four different simulation runs.
The first three runs are for H-T plasmas, with density ratios
nH /nT=0.1, 10, and 1. The fourth run is for a D-T plasma
with nD /nT=1, which would be practically important. In the
first three runs, the ratio between the two ion gyrofrequen-
cies is rather large, �H /�T=3; thus, the distinction between
the light and heavy ions should be clear, while in the fourth
run, the ratio is small �D /�T=1.5. In the four simulation

runs, the shock amplitudes are large enough to satisfy Eq.
�11�, i.e., the amplitudes are in the range 3���4 and the
values of 2�� are in the range 0.04�2���0.30.

The present three-dimensional simulation with
Ly =64�g=16c /�pe and Lz=128�g=32c /�pe includes insta-
bilities driven by the cross-field electron current at the shock
front and by the cross-field motions of reflected ions.27–30

Such instabilities were excluded in the one-dimensional
simulation in Ref. 1 and in the two-dimensional simulation
with Ly =8�g in Sec. III A. The cross-field electron current in
the y direction produces modified two-stream instability.27,28

For the present simulation parameters, the wavelengths �y of
the unstable modes are estimated, under the electrostatic ap-
proximation, to be in the region 6c /�pe��y �10c /�pe,
which indicates that some of these modes are included by
setting Ly =16c /�pe. The ions reflected at the shock front
excite whistler waves propagating obliquely to the magnetic
field.29,30 Under the assumption that ions are effectively un-
magnetized while electrons are magnetized, the wavelengths
�z of the unstable whistler modes are expected to be in the
region 6c /�pe��z�40c /�pe. By setting Lz=32c /�pe, we
include some of these modes. The three-dimensional struc-
ture of a shock wave in the D-T plasma will be shown in
Appendix B.

B. H-T plasma with nH/nT=0.1

We first present the result of the T dominant plasma,
nH /nT=0.1. The value of �� for this case is 0.04. Figure 4
shows ion phase space plots �x ,vx� and �x ,vy� at �pet=600
for a shock wave with vsh=3.3vh; here, vh / ��pe�g�=0.53
and vA / ��pe�g�=0.51. The solid lines represent the profiles
of Ex ,� ,Bz and Ey averaged over Ly and Lz. The values of Ex

and Ey are normalized to me�pe
2 � /e, and that of � is normal-

ized to me�pe
2 �2 /e. As predicted in Sec. III B, since

nT�nH, most of the H ions are reflected at the shock front,
x / �c /�pe�330. In addition, some of the T ions are re-
flected. Although the shock wave is the high-frequency
mode, the width of the transition region, 316�x / �c /�pe�
�338, becomes larger than c /�pe owing to the ion reflection.

At x / �c /�pe�325, there are two groups of the reflected
T ions; the ions going back to the upstream region and the
ones re-entering the shock front. The former ions make the
shock amplitude decrease �and the shock width increase�,
while the latter ones do the amplitude increase �and the
width decrease�. Because these two effects are almost in bal-
ance, the shock wave is almost stationary. If the shock am-
plitude is much greater, such as, BM /B0�10, these two ef-
fects will be out of balance and the shock wave will show
nonstationarity.26

Figure 5 displays phase space plots �vx ,vy� �upper
panels� and velocity distribution functions f�V� in the
region near the shock front, 305�x / �c /�pe��325, where
V= ��vx−ux�2+vy

2�1/2 with ux the average velocity of these H
and T ions; ux=� j=1

N mjv jx / �� j=1
N mj�, with N the number of

ions in this region. The dashed lines in the lower panels
represent the distribution functions of the particles in the
upstream region, 430�x / �c /�pe��480. The distribution
functions near the shock front �solid lines� are greatly differ-
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ent from those in the upstream region �dashed lines�. The H
ions near the shock front forms a ring distribution with
1�V /vh�4. The f�V� of the T ions also becomes wider than
that in the upstream region, even though its change is small
compared with that of the H ions.

C. H-T plasma with nH/nT=10

Figure 6 shows ion phase space plots at �pet=640 for a
shock wave with vsh=2.9vh in the H dominant plasma. For
nH /nT=10, we have vh / ��pe�g�=0.82, vA / ��pe�g�=0.78,
and ��=0.04. The Bz, Ey, and � rise sharply in the region
418�x / �c /�pe��425. Its width is of the order of c /�pe,
which indicates that the shock wave is the high-frequency
mode. The patterns of �x ,vy� of the H and T ions are similar
to those of the H and heavy ions shown in Fig. 3. The shock
wave reflects some of the H ions at the shock front,
x418�c /�pe�, and energizes them. The T ions are not re-
flected. All of them are, however, accelerated by the trans-
verse electric field Ey in the positive y direction in the region

400�x / �c /�pe��425, which is much wider than the shock
transition region. At x / �c /�pe�400, the vy of the heavy
ions reach their maximum values, vy 1.2vh �0.4vsh�.
The theory �18� gives approximately the same value
vmax1.3vh, which we have estimated by substituting the
observed values of M and Bm in Eq. �18�. The heavy ion
acceleration, which was demonstrated by the one-
dimensional simulation, is clearly reproduced in the three-
dimensional simulation. It is thus evidenced that the heavy
ion acceleration can occur even under the situation where the
instabilities due to cross-field motions of electrons and re-
flected ions near the shock front are involved.

Figure 7 shows phase spaces and velocity distribution
functions around the shock front, 370�x / �c /�pe��420. The
f�V� of the H ions near the shock front becomes rather flat in
the high-energy region 2�V /vh�4, sharply going down to
zero near V /vh=4. The T ions form a ring distribution; f�V�
is zero for V /vh�0.5.

D. H-T plasma with nH/nT=1

For the case of nH=nT, the value of �� is 0.14 and is
much greater than that in the previous two cases and Eq. �12�
is satisfied. Therefore, the effects of the low-frequency mode
can be significant.

Figure 8 shows the field profiles and ion phase spaces for
a shock wave with vsh3.2vh in a plasma with nH=nT,
where vh / ��pe�g�=0.69 and vA / ��pe�g�=0.60. Note that
both low- and high-frequency-mode shock waves exist. We
find two peaks of Bz in the region 390�x / �c /�pe��420 at
�pet=640. The right peak at x / �c /�pe�410 is due to the
high-frequency mode, while the left, higher peak at
x / �c /�pe�390 is due to the low-frequency mode. The
length of the transition region of the low-frequency-mode
shock wave is of the order of c / ��pT�pH�1/2 �=13c /�pe�.

As in the previous cases, the acceleration of the H ions is
caused by the reflection from the shock front of the high-

FIG. 4. Ion phase space plots �x ,vx� and �x ,vy� in H-T plasma with
nH /nT=0.1 at �pet=640.

FIG. 5. Phase space plots �vx ,vy� and velocity distribution functions of ions,
log10 f , near the shock front. Here, ux is the average ion velocity in the
region 305�x / �c /�pe��325. The dashed lines in the lower panels represent
the distribution functions in the upstream region.
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frequency mode, which is at x / �c /�pe�400 at �pet=640. In
contrast, the T ions are energized by both Ex and Ey. The vy

of all the T ions increase up to vmax1.1vh owing to Ey in
the high- and low-frequency modes. The vx of the T ions
then increase because of the v�B force, which makes the
relative velocities between the shock wave and the T ions
small. As a result, some of them are reflected by the positive
Ex in the low-frequency mode. After the reflection, the vx is
converted to vy by the v�B force, and vy reaches the value
vy −3vh.

Owing to these energization processes, the distribution
functions of the H and T ions are noticeably broadened, as
shown in Fig. 9, in which the velocity distributions near the
shock front, 380�x / �c /�pe��412, are plotted. The T ions
with V /vh�2.0 have gained energy mainly from Ey and
those with V /vh�2 from both Ex and Ey. Compared with the
cases of Figs. 5 and 7, there are many T ions with large V /vh.

E. D-T plasma with nD/nT=1

Finally, we present the result of the D-T plasma
with nD=nT. Although the two ion densities are equal, the
value of �� for this case, 0.02, is smaller than that for the
nH /nT=10 case because �D /�T��H /�T. This indicates
that a high-frequency-mode shock wave is generated in this
D-T plasma.

Figure 10 shows the wave profiles and ion phase spaces
�x ,vx� and �x ,vy� at �pet=640 for the high-frequency-mode
shock wave with vsh3.5vh, where vh / ��pe�g�=0.55. The
width of the transition region, 310�x / �c /�pe��323, is
greater than that in the nH /nT=10 case by 6c /�pe, even
though both of them are the high-frequency mode. This
broadening is caused by the ion reflection; compared with
Fig. 6, there are a large number of reflected ions, and since
they are the D ions, their gyroradii are large.

Even though the ratio of the gyrofrequencies,
�D /�T=1.5, is rather close to unity, all the T ions gain en-
ergy from Ey in the region 310�x / �c /�pe��325. Further-
more, the theory �18� gives a good estimate of the maximum
speed. The observed speed, vy 1.4vh=0.4vsh, is 73% of the
theoretical estimate, vmax1.93vh=0.55vsh. The reflection of
the T ions in this D-T plasma is weaker than that in the
nH=nT plasma, i.e., the number of reflected T ions is small,
and the increase in the kinetic energy due to the reflection is
insignificant.

Figure 11 displays the phase space plots and energy dis-
tribution functions for particles near the shock front,
296�x / �c /�pe��324. There are few D ions with V /vh�0,
which differs from the situation of the lighter �H� ions in
Fig. 7. We also see from this that the reflection of the D ions
is more significant than the reflection of the H ions in the
nH /nT=10 plasma. The f�V� of the T ions near the shock
front becomes much wider than that in the upstream region.

FIG. 6. Ion phase space plots �x ,vx� and �x ,vy� in H-T plasma with
nH /nT=10 at �pet=640.

FIG. 7. Phase space plots �vx ,vy� and velocity distribution functions of ions
in the region 370�x / �c /�pe��420.
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V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

By means of a three-dimensional, electromagnetic, par-
ticle simulation code, we have studied ion acceleration and
heating by shock waves in TISPs with special attention to the
effect of the ion composition.

We have examined four different plasmas; H-T plasmas
with nH /nT=0.1, 10, and 1, and a D-T plasma with nD=nT.
For the cases of nH /nT=0.1 and 10, the high-frequency-
mode shock wave forms. In the T dominant plasma, most of
the H ions are reflected from the shock front and gain ener-
gies from the longitudinal electric field. Also, some of the T
ions suffer reflection. In the H dominant plasma, some of the
H ions are reflected by the longitudinal electric field. Al-
though the T ions are not reflected, all of them are acceler-
ated by the transverse electric field. In the nH=nT case, for
which �� is much greater than the previous two cases, both
the low- and high-frequency-mode shock waves propagate.
Some of the H ions are accelerated at the shock front of the
high-frequency mode. All the T ions gain energies from Ey in

the high- and low-frequency modes; some of them are fur-
ther reflected by Ex in the low-frequency mode. In the
nD=nT case, for which �� is smaller than those for the H-T
plasmas, we have the high-frequency-mode shock wave. All
the T ions are accelerated by the transverse electric field,
even though the D-to-T gyrofrequency ratio is rather small,
�D /�T=1.5. A great number of D ions gain energy from the
longitudinal electric field.

Our results suggest that the nuclear reaction rate can be
high in a shock-heated fusion plasma.31,32 Because of the
above energization processes, the ion velocity distribution
functions will deviate far from Maxwellians, having many
high-energy particles. Since the fusion reaction rate between
particle species a and b is determined by the magnitude of
relative velocity,

nanb��v�ab =� dva� dvb�ab��va − vb���va

− vb�fa�va�fb�vb� , �21�

where �ab is the cross section for the reaction, the reaction
rate should have large values in such a shock heated, non-
Maxwellian plasma. In fact, the advantage of non-
Maxwellian ions produced by neutral beam injection in a
toroidal fusion reactor was discussed in Ref. 33.

This enhancement will occur if the acceleration time
���i

−1� is shorter than the collision time ���. From the re-
quirement that the ion-ion collision time is longer than the
acceleration time,

�i� � 1, �22�

we obtain the following condition:

BT3/2

ni�ii
� 4 � 10−11, �23�

where the density is in units of cm−3, the temperature T in
eV, and B in Gauss; both the test and background ions were

FIG. 8. Ion phase space plots �x ,vx� and �x ,vy� in H-T plasma with
nH /nT=1 at �pet=640.

FIG. 9. Phase space plots �vx ,vy� and velocity distribution functions of ions
in the region 380�x / �c /�pe��412.
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assumed to be D ions. The Coulomb logarithm �ii would be
10–20. For instance, for the plasma parameters B=104

Gauss and T=104 eV, and for �ii�15, we have the condition
for the density n�2�1019 cm−3.

APPENDIX A: MECHANISM OF HEAVY-ION
ACCELERATION

The mechanism of heavy-ion acceleration was discussed
in Ref. 1 in a journal for solar physics. Since the readers in
the plasma and fusion community may not be familiar with
that journal, we briefly describe here the physical mechanism
and derive Eq. �18�.

We consider ion motion in a magnetosonic shock wave
propagating in the x direction in a magnetic field that points
in the z direction. In a magnetosonic wave in a SISP, the fluid
ion and electron velocities in the x direction are equal,
vix=vex. Furthermore, the right-hand side of the y component
of the equation of motion,

dv jy

dt
=

qj

mj
�Ey −

v jxBz

c
� , �A1�

becomes zero for both the ions �j= i� and electrons �j=e�. In
MISPs with the H ions the majority component, this is also
the case with the H ions, with vHxvex. The heavy ions,
however, cannot quickly change their velocities when they
encounter the shock wave because of their large masses.
Their velocities remain to be v jx0 for long periods of time.
As can be seen from Eq. �A1�, v jy of the heavy ions thereby
significantly increases owing to Ey.

This acceleration time will be of the order of the gyro-
period, in which v jy is substantially converted to v jx,

�t � 1/�� j� , �A2�

where �� j� is the average gyrofrequency during this period
and can be estimated as Eq. �20�. Let �Ey designate the in-
crease of the electric field Ey during �t; during which the
wave propagates by �x=Mvh�t. We then find from Faraday’s
law,

�Ey �
�x

�t

�Bm − B0�
c

. �A3�

The average electric field that the particles feel can be esti-
mated as �Ey�=�Ey /2. Substituting v jx=0 in Eq. �A1� yields
the maximum speed v jym,

v jym �
qj

mj

�Ey

2
�t , �A4�

which gives Eq. �18�. This is a discussion in the laboratory
frame. With a similar discussion in the wave frame, we also
have Eq. �18�.

FIG. 10. Ion phase space plots �x ,vx� and �x ,vy� in D-T plasma with
nD /nT=1 at �pet=600.

FIG. 11. Phase space plots �vx ,vy� and velocity distribution functions of
ions in the region 296�x / �c /�pe��324.
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APPENDIX B: THREE-DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURE
OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD

Figure 12 shows the three-dimensional structure of the
magnetic field in the D-T plasma at �pet=640. In the top
panel, the magnetic field profile averaged over Ly and Lz,

B̄z�x�, is plotted. In the middle and bottom panels, the con-

tour maps of dBz�x ,y ,z�	Bz�x ,y ,z�− B̄z�x� in the �x ,y�
plane at z=16c /�pe and in the �x ,z� plane at y=8c /�pe are
presented, respectively. In the �x ,y� plane, Bz is almost con-
stant along the y direction. In the �x ,z� plane, Bz fluctuates,
in the shock ramp region 320�x / �c /�pe��335, with the
wavelength �x�8c /�pe and �z�16c /�pe. These fluctuations
are due to the whistler waves excited by the reflected ions;
their frequencies are observed to be �25�D�=0.25��e��.
The amplitudes of the fluctuations are, at most, ��B� /B0

=0.1, which is much smaller than the shock wave amplitude
�BM −B0� /B0�2. The electric fields also fluctuate along the
y and z directions �not shown here� with amplitudes, at most,
��E� /B0�0.05, which is smaller than ��B� /B0. This indicates
that the electrostatic modified two-stream instability due to

the cross-field electron current at the shock front does not
significantly affect the shock wave structure.
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maps of dBz�x ,y ,z�	Bz�x ,y ,z�− B̄z�x� in the �x ,y� plane at z=16c /�pe and
in the �x ,z� plane at y=8c /�pe are plotted.
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